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Introduction:

1. The work programme for Lusaka-based MULPOC for 1982 is contained in
the EC.a Programme of Work and Priorities for 1982-1983, E/CN. 14/790; E/CN.
14/TPCW/11/7 which was adopted by the sixteenth session of the Commission and
the seventh meeting of the KCA Conference of Ministers, held in Freetown,
Sierra Le6ne in "arch - April 1081.

2. The broad objectives of the mtjlpoCk are embodied in the African
development strategy and guidelines for an action programme 1/ formulated by
ECA on the basis of policy guidelines, principles and objectives contained in
the Programme of Action on the establishment of a new International Economic
Order and the resolution on development and international economic cooperation
adopted by the seventh special session of the UN General Assembly, but above
all, the Lagos.Plan of Action adopted by the Summit of African Heads of State
and Government held in April 1980. in this context, the key project in the
Lusaka MULTOC Work Programme is the establishment of the Preferential Trade
Area for Eastern and Southern African States as a first step towards the

creation of subregion common market and eventually an economic community.

3. The underlying strategy of the Lusaka MULPOC Work Programme is based
on the need to strengthen collective self-reliance through the generation
of self-sustaining economic development. In this regard, the Lusaka
MULPOC Work Programme has been so framed as to reflect the need for rapid
socio-economic development and to take account of the economic realities of
the countries of the subregion.

4. The task of development and economic growth should be based on the
maximum mobil: nation and exploitation of internal econor \c potentialities

For this reason, even countries that Iic.ve been considered as export-economies per
excellence, such as Japan, it is still-found that the export dependence still
accounts for less than 20 per cent of its gross production as compared with over
50 per cent .or the African countries. In other words, there is need to redirect
the dynamics for economic growth and development so as to be internally-based
For this reason it is imperative for the countries of Eastern and Southern Africa
to undertake the urgent task of transforming their domestic economies through
the implementation of the Preferential Trade Area.

5. The work of Lusaxa fWOC will during 1932 ^ demoted to the implementation
of projects and programmes that will deencn the economic integration process in the
fields of agriculture, industry, tra::7port and communications, manpower development
and training and social development within the framework of PT7*. The main focus of
the Lusaka FULPOC programme will therefore be on the restructuring of the main
economic productive sectors and to create the necessary infrastructures that would
assist m bringing about the :_ -,-rei econordc transformation.

6. In as much as the work Programme will cover the same areas of activities
such as trade, agriculture, industry, transport and communications, manpower
development and training, social development, including other special projects
the mam priority areas will be in the implementation of a limited number of

V/ Revised framework

economic order in
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strategic projects. Indeed, in view of the very limited resources available,

every effort will be made to prune down the Lusaka MULPOC Work Programme in

order to align it with the resources at our disposal. In other words we shall

have to cut our 'coats' according to our 'cloth1.

7. Since its estanlishment, the Lusaka-baaed MULPOC has relied essentially

on UNDP contribution for the implementation of its work programme. The dependence

of MULPOC on UNDP funding during its initial phase has been understandable.^
However, in view of its increasing activities, the need to find other additional

sources becomes imperative, if the MULPOC is to execute its programmes effectively

and to fulfil the member countries expectation. The need to increase the level of
financing from other sources has already been argued out by the UNDP/ECA Report

on the Evaluation of Lusaka MULPOC <ECA/MULP0C/Lusaka/V/14).

8. Even though the implementation of the Lusaka MULPOC Work Programme has up to

now depended basically on the UFDP sources, this has also been augmented by re

sources from the ECA regular budget and to a very limited extent from bilateral

sources, much have been devoted to one or two specific projects.

9. As pointed out already, the main components of the Lusaka TfljLPOC !*7ork

Programme are in the fields of trade promotion, agriculture, industrv, transport

and communications, manpower development and training, social development and

special projects. The specific projects under the main economic sectors are

as follows:-

Trade Promotion

(a) Establishment of Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern Africa.i States;

(b) Establishment of Agricultural commodity exchanges;

(c) Establishment of clearing and payments arrangements

within the context of PTAJ

(d) Establishment of a subregional Development Trade

Bank within the context of PT?.;

(e) Establishment of national/subregional Export Credit

Insurance of facilities;

(f) Studies on existing trade legislation, rules,

regulations and practices including tariff and

non-tariff barriers.

Agriculture

(a) Establishment of a subregional maize research centre;

(b) Subregional food plan - consultation on food waste

and increasing food availability;
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(c) Implementation of forest resources development and conservation;

(d) Studies on small-farmers constraints for increased food
production;

(e) Exploitation of the fisheries resources of the major
lakes of the subregion;

Industry

(a) Cooperation in the implementation of iron and steel
projects within the context of PTA;

(b) Cooperation in the implementation of chemical projects
within the ocntext of PTA;

(c) Development of forest-hased industries;

(d) Composite flour development and training;•

(e) Development of building materials and construction industries;

(f) Study on the establishment of fish meal and animal feed
processing industries.

Transport and Communications

(a) Studies on the establishment of national/multinational freight
hooking centres;

(b) Studies on the establishment of a multinational coastal
shipping line;

(c) Development of inland water transport - lower Zambezi - studies
on the type of vessels feasible for Zambezi, Kafue, Kabompo and
Luangwa Rivers-;

(d) Conversation of Bandari College into a Multinational Port
Operation and Management Centre;

<e> Study on the establishment of maritime college for
Eastern and Southern African countries.

Manpower Development

rn^7 assessraent "f Manpower retirements in
customs administration and the related fields within
the context of PTAJ

(b) study and assessment of manpower requirement in standardization
and qualxty control within the context of PTA;
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(c) Migratory Labour problems in Southern Africa within the

framework of SALC.

Social Development

Integration of women in development.

Special Projects

(a) Assistance on Liberation Movements;

(b) Study on sanctions against South Africa;

(c) Preparation of an economic strategy for post-

apartheid South Africa.

10. Since UNDP has indicated that it would only maintain its 1981 level of

financing during 1982 at US $ 500,000 only a few posts can be financed during

1982. In other words, the TJNDP contribution during 1982 will only be able to

finance the following posts and supporting services: Director of Centre, Trade

Policy Advisor, Manpower Economist, Iron and Steel Expert, Consultancy,

Administrative Support, Travel, Missions, Missions, Meetings, Equipment,

Operation and Maintenance, Reporting Costs and Sundry.

The UNDP contribution can only finance four professional posts in

addition to consultancy services. Therefore the number of projects that can

be implemented in the various economic sectors are:

Trade

(i) establishment of the Preferential Trade Area;

(ii) establishment of Clearing and Payments arrangements

and Trade and Development.

Agriculture

(i) multinational cooperation in the control of animal

diseases and livestock production (consultancy fund);

(ii) exploitation of the fisheries resources of the major

lakes of the region (consultancy fund).

Industry - cooperation in the implementation of iron and stell prpject.

Manpower

<i) migratory labour problems in Southern Africa

within the context of SALC;
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(ii) study^and assessment of manpower requirements in customs
administration and the other related fields within the
context of ?Ta;

(iii) study and assessment of manpower requirements in
standardization and qualitv control within the
context of PTA.

Agriculture

(i) subregional food plan, reduction on food waste and
increasing food availability;

(ii) implementation of forest resources development and
conservation;

Trade Promotion

(i) Establishment of the Preferential Trade Area;

(ii) Establishes of agricultural commodity exchanges;

(iii) Establishment of national/subr^ional export credit
insurance facilities;

(iv) Establishment of Clearing and Payments Arrangements;

(v) Establishment.of a sUbreglpnal Trade and Development Bank

(vi) Studies on existing trade legislation, rules, regulations
and practices including tariff and non-tariff barriers!

Industry

(i) Establishemnt of iron and steel industry;

(ii) Establishment of chemical industry;

(iii) Composite flour development and training;

(iv) Development of forest based industries.

rransport and Communications

(i) Establishment of national/multinational freiaht
booking centres;
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(ii) Creation of a multinational coastal shipping linej

(iii) Development of inland water transport - lower Zambezi*,

<iv) Establishment of the Trans-East African Highway Authority

and p.oad fund for Cairo-Gaborone Trans-African Highway.

Manpower Development

(i) Establishment of a multinational Maritime

: Transport College;

(ii) Establishment of wildlife Management,

Research and Advisory Centre.

Social Development

Integration of women in development.

12. Although it is difficult to quantify in a precise manner ECA's contribution

to the implementation of Lusaka MULPOC Work Programme, it is nonetheless evident,

based on the submissions by the various FCA Divisions, that the contribution is

very substantial indeed, and the salary component of the ECA staff to be involved

in the implementation of the fork Programme is estimated at OS $300,000.

estimates should be higher if other cost elements such as travel and administration

are included.

13. Even with ECA contribution all projects cannot be implemented during 1982.

The category of projects for which resources will have to be found include the

following :-

Agriculture

(i) integrated rural development schemes;

(ii) maize research centre (funds already obtained from US AID).

Industry

(i) Establishment of chemical industries (some funds have been

pledged to carry out trie potash study in Ethiopia);

(ii) Establishment of fish-meal and animal feed processing industry;

(iii) Building materials and construction industry.

Special Projects

(i) Study on sanctions against South Africa;

(ii) Preparation of an economic strategy for post

apartheid South Africa.
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additions thG inpleaientatl0" °f *** third category of projects, the
additional manpower requirements is as follows:- Agronomist 12 m/n

^noS^fTlal EXP6rt 12 m/m' TranSP°rt (engineer) 12\)l^ '
St of thP b ^itrative cost' *nd travel cost. The total
cost of the above items is estimated at MS $422,000 for lq82. This ls

rrUfCe g^ ^ bG ^ e^er fr°m c-tribution * the mJor from the bilateral donors

tlmrl^, fofLusL'f^Jorthe Str:9iOn that haTC ^«i«"y Pledged funds
(OS $15 c4oo ^ r ^^' ^f B°tSWana (US *le,OM.G0). Ethiopia
(US ?15,C^0.00 ), Lesotho (US $1,000) and Zambia (US $40,C00.00! .

bilateral =°u^ces, funds have been obtained for the

of the migratory labour

<r,l-iS °^VioUS fron the *>°™ Picture that unless additional
far bclow1taVailaf^ thS i"!Jle™e"tatlOT °f "- «°* Programme will
activities miahr,TS f ^ mGI*6r St3teS ^ the ^-Cementation ofactivities might have to be postponed altogether.




